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Heavy Duty Ramps™ to Showcase Improved Aluminum Container Ramp
Solutions at 2022 NPSA Show
Visit Heavy Duty Ramps at booth #A510

KEWASKUM, WI – April 28th, 2022 – Wisconsin-based manufacturer Heavy Duty Ramps will be exhibiting
at the 2022 National Portable Container Storage Association (NPSA) show in Denver, CO, from April 30th
to May 2nd. Heavy Duty Ramps manufactures lightweight aluminum industrial loading and container
ramps, as well as material handling ramp solutions in their Kewaskum, WI, facility. All of their aluminum
ramps are proudly made in the USA.
At the NPSA Show, attendees can learn about Heavy Duty Ramps’ aluminum manufacturing process with
the opportunity to view and handle their high-traction grit-coat and proprietary punch plate ramp
surfaces. Additionally, they will showcase their loading/unloading ramp solutions which include
container ramps for forklifts and pallet jacks, and curb ramps for hand truck use.
Heavy Duty Ramps’ specialized aluminum manufacturing process results in products that are lighter with
the same or more strength capability than other industry steel products. Newly introduced this year,
they will showcase aluminum container ramps with an improved truss design capable of supporting up
to 12,000 lbs., as well as a rubber wedge container ramp option, and curb ramps featuring their
standard and heavy-duty punch-plate surface traction.
Visit Heavy Duty Ramps in booth #A510 at NPSA, and browse their full product offering at
https://hdramps.com/

About Heavy Duty Ramps™
Heavy Duty Ramps™, a MOTIS Brands company, has been developing innovative lightweight aluminum
products for over 35 years. All of their ramps are manufactured in the USA and are engineered using
proprietary designs and special alloys for the lightest weight and the highest possible weight capacity.
Their in-house engineering team has multiple years of experience developing custom solutions for their
customers loading, hauling and transportation needs. Visit their website at www.hdramps.com for more
information or to locate a dealer.

